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Philosophically avidyd is unreal. It is simply assumed to account
for the otherwise inexplicable production of an unreal world. The
process of ratiocination which the advaita adopts is mostly akin
to the Eleatic dialectics; it is technically called adhydropdpavdda1
^^nww\^ (superimposition and eventual elimination), and it is this.
The world around us incessantly presses itself on our attention,
and man cannot avoid giving an. explanation of it, such as his
own faculties, limited as they are, can suggest. By the laws of our
thought, a positive implies a negative, Being implies Not-Being, Atman
implies Andtman, Spirit implies Nature, Mind implies Matter; but both
the elements of these pairs of opposites cannot be conceived
as two co-existing eternal prmciples, for they  would be a
limitation, of each other and would destroy the infinitude of
both. If both of them are really existing entities, one of them
must be subordinate to the other, as being derived from it or as
being dependent on it.
Strictly speaking, if the One is real, the Many, as its antithesis, must
be unreal; if Being is real, Not-Being must be unreal. If Brahma
is real, the sensible universe must be unreal. These are conclusions
forced by logical necessity.
But with the mental equipment and the Categories of Causation,
Time, Space, &c., to which, his understanding is subject, man views
the world and everything in it as happening in Time, as having a
Cause, as being in Space, and as having thus a differentiated and
independent existence.
1 The Mar^th^ Saint B^md^s aptly   Here the addition and eventual sub-
describes this process of " adhydropd-   traction of the figure 1 was for the pur"
pavdda " in his Dilsa-bodha, VIi, 3 (4),   pose of determining the value of the un»
in the following terms :—" First raise an   /cnozon quantity X. Likewise, in tho
unreality, then, knowing, give it up;   Veddnta, in order to realize the true
thus. Truth, in its essence, is realized."   nature of the unknown Abman, by anti-
r arraf twot •a-vm-r^ i mr ^r a?TCw?ra   thesis, several unreal objects (andtman)
i 3TT^ T^n ^W I W ^ sn^TR   ^ ^ ^ ^ super-imposed and even-
W^ I 3& ^q"irwft I ^t^fl* sn0!" II ]   tually eliminated.
This process "we commonly employ in     This corresponds to the process called
finding out the value of an unknown   " Dialectics" in Greek philosophy. It
quantity in an algebraical equation,   means the refutation of error by a reduc-
Thus :—                                tio ad absurdum, as a meana of esta-
X24-2X=24.                       blishing the truth. Zeno, the Eleatic,
add 1 to both sides                      was the first to adopt this method, which,
.-.X2 +2X+1===24+1=25.           in the hands of Socrates and Plato,
••.(X^-iy^S2                      became a very powerful weapon of
••. X+1 =5                       offence. See Lewis's 'Hist. Phil. ' p. 73.—
.-. X   ==5—1=4.                ED.

